The importance of the block or band Lanczos method for many-body Green's function calculations of atomic and molecular systems is discussed. The usual computation schemes for determining the Green's function involve the diagonalization of Hermitian secular matrices. Considerable numerical difficulties arise, on the one hand, from the size of these matrices and, on the other hand, from the large number of eigenvalues and eigenvectors which often need to be computed in practice. In the case of the one-particle Green's function it is shown how the computational effort of the diagonalization process can be substantially reduced using block Lanczos. The proposed procedure which consists of a block Lanczos ''prediagonalization'' and a subsequent diagonalization of the resulting smaller secular matrices quite naturally exploits the specific structure of the secular problems encountered. Its computational performance is demonstrated in a model application to the benzene molecule. The calculation of the complete valence-shell ionization spectra of the systems BeF 4 2Ϫ , BeF 3 Ϫ , and BeF 2 is devised as a further application of the method in the particular case where the treatment of the full secular problem is computationally prohibitively expensive.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the framework of many-body theory the Green's function formalism 1-4 constitutes a powerful and elegant theoretical tool for investigating properties and excitation processes in many-particle systems. The Green's function provides direct access to important physical quantities as, for example, ionization energies and spectral intensities by the one-particle Green's function without the need to resort to separate ͑approximate͒ solutions of the Schrödinger equation for the ͑initial͒ ground state and the ͑final͒ ionic states. Hereby the method accounts from the outset for a balanced consideration of both the ground and ionic correlation which is difficult within conventional wave function approaches such as the configuration interaction ͑CI͒ method. Another inherent advantage of the Green's function approach, being essential for the treatment of larger systems is the occurence of ''size-consistent'' approximation schemes which have the correct scaling behavior with respect to the number of electrons.
The essential numerical elements associated with the computation of the Green's function involve the evaluation of matrix elements and the diagonalization of Hermitian matrices defined in the space of a special class of ionic configurations. One source of problems one has to cope with in realistic applications results from the size of the configuration space. Depending on the size of the molecule, the orbital basis set, and the approximation scheme used, the configuration space can become extremely large preventing the determination of the relevant eigenvalues and eigenvectors from the corresponding secular matrix with reasonable expense. Another drawback arises from the large number of eigenstates which often need to be computed in order to ensure a conclusive assignment of the observed structures in the experimental spectrum.
Though large-scale eigenelement computations represent a standard task in computational quantum chemistry and physics, the specific problem to be solved often permits some reasonable simplifications. A particular interesting situation is encountered in the case of the one-particle Green's function. Here, one may resort to the well-known Dyson equation relating the one-particle Green's function to the socalled self-energy which is an effective energy-dependent one-particle potential. When solving the Dyson equation one usually makes use of the well-established equivalence of this equation to the evaluation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Hermitian secular matrices possessing a specific structure. The secular matrices to be diagonalized consist of three submatrices ͑blocks͒: the one-particle block, the ͑N ϩ1͒-particle block, and the ͑NϪ1͒-particle block. The sizes of the configuration spaces defining these submatrices are, however, very different. Whereas the one-particle block corresponds to the space of single-particle and single-hole configurations and is small, the ͑NϪ1͒-particle block and, in particular, the ͑Nϩ1͒-particle block, which are associated with physical excitations of NϪ1 and Nϩ1 particles, respectively, are usually of high dimension. The fact that the ͑N ϩ1͒-particle and ͑NϪ1͒-particle blocks can be treated independently and that these blocks are energetically far apart from each other is of crucial importance. Therefore, provided that one is only interested in the eigenvalues and eigenvector components corresponding to the ionization energies and spectral intensities of a molecule, one may ''replace'' the usually very large ͑Nϩ1͒-particle block, which is expected to have only minor influence on the desired cationic solutions, by a much smaller matrix which approximates the ͑N ϩ1͒-particle block well in the region of ionization.
An obvious way of truncating the ͑Nϩ1͒-particle block is to perform a selection in the configuration space, e.g., by including the most important configurations in the calculations and excluding the others. This may, however, largely affect the accuracy of the final results. Another and apparently more promising way of approximating the ͑Nϩ1͒-particle block is to rely on projection methods. These techniques consist of generating an increasing subspace onto which the ͑Nϩ1͒-particle block-or, in general, a large symmetric or Hermitian matrix H-is restricted. The choice of basis vectors spanning the subspace is, however, crucial and depends on the specific problem under consideration. The probably most prominent projection method which has found widespread application is the single-vector ͑simple͒ Lanczos algorithm. [5] [6] [7] Using the Lanczos recurrence, the algorithm iteratively builds an orthonormal basis from the Krylov subspace, i.e., from the sequence of iterates ͕q 1 ,Hq 1 ,...,H jϪ1 q 1 ͖, where q 1 is an initial vector called the starting vector. In this basis spanned by the Lanczos vectors the representation of the matrix H is particularly simple. It reduces to a tridiagonal matrix which is easy to diagonalize or to invert.
The natural extension of the simple scheme is the block or band Lanczos method. [6] [7] [8] In exact arithmetic both variants are equivalent. Though being computationally more demanding than the single-vector Lanczos method, the block Lanczos method is, as we shall see, particularly well adapted to the present purposes. The major ͑formal͒ differences with the simple scheme are that the block algorithm generates a set of orthonormal vectors at once in time instead of one as does the simple scheme and that the matrices resulting from projection are now no longer tridiagonal but block tridiagonal or banded. Originally the block Lanczos algorithm was conceived to identify the multiplicity of degenerate eigenvalues for which the single-vector algorithm does not account for. However, as mentioned, owing to its greater complexity the block Lanczos method has been rarely used. It is just recently that its efficiency has been demonstrated in calculating matrix elements of a resolvent. 9, 10 It is one of the inherent advantages of both the simple and block Lanczos methods that they permit the computation of a few of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix H without the need to perform a complete ͑similarity͒ transformation of H. This is due to the iterative nature of the process, providing at each iteration a tridiagonal or block tridiagonal matrix. From the numerical side the simple structure of these matrices is also important. Indeed, many applications use the Lanczos algorithm as a diagonalization method for large matrices. Another insight into the convergence behavior of the Lanczos method results from its close relationship to the methods of moments. 11, 12 It is well-known that the moments of a matrix H are intimately related to the matrix elements of the tridiagonal or block tridiagonal representation of H with respect to the Lanczos basis. This implies that the Lanczos spectra converge in a global sense towards the exact eigenspectrum of H. In general, the first few moments usually already allow a reasonable description of the global features of H's spectrum ͑position, width, shape, etc.͒, whereas the higher moments account for more refined details of the spectrum leaving, however, its crude structure unchanged. Because of this significant feature, the block Lanczos method offers new possibilities for applications to manybody Green's functions.
The objective of this article is to analyze the capability of the block Lanczos method for many-body Green's function calculations. In the particular case of the one-particle Green's function we shall demonstrate how, due to the specific structure of the secular matrices encountered, the block Lanczos method is quite naturally applied allowing for an effective reduction of the size of the diagonalization problem. In Sec. II we briefly outline the theory of the oneparticle Green's function and the particular approximation scheme employed here. In Sec. III we survey two of the probably most widely used diagonalization methods for large matrices in quantum chemistry and physics: the Lanczos and the Davidson algorithms. The new proposed procedure for the numerical calculation of the one-particle Green's function is then described in Sec. IV. The discussions in Secs. V and VI are devoted to provide model applications demonstrating the performance of the proposed method. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Sec. VII.
II. THE ONE-PARTICLE GREEN'S FUNCTION AND ITS EVALUATION
The one-particle Green's function G͑͒ is the simplest member in the hierarchy of Green's functions. Consider an N-particle system ͑atom or molecule͒ with a nondegenerate ͑closed-shell͒ ground state ͉ 0 N ͘ and energy E 0 N . In a basis spanned by the discrete set of one-particle states ͉ p ͘-usually chosen as the ground state Hartree-Fock ͑HF͒ orbitals-the matrix elements of G͑͒ in energy representation are defined as 1,4
Here, c p † (c p ) labels the creation ͑annihilation͒ operator for an electron in the one-particle state ͉ p ͘ obeying the usual anticommutation relations, Ĥ is the ͑full͒ electronic Hamiltonian of the system, and is a positive infinitesimal introduced to ensure the convergence of the Fourier transform between the time and energy representations of G͑͒. The physical content of the one-particle Green's function becomes more apparent in its spectral representation 1,4
which readily results from Eq. ͑1͒ by inserting complete sets of ͑NϮ1͒-particle eigenstates ͉ n NϮ1 ͘ of Ĥ with energies E n NϮ1 . The first ͑advanced͒ and second ͑retarded͒ parts of G͑͒ bear important information on the electron attachment ͑or scattering͒ and ionization processes, respectively. The ͑vertical-electronic͒ ionization energies
and electron affinities
are derived from the location of the poles of G͑͒ in the upper and lower half, respectively, of the complex energy plane. The residue corresponding to a pole n is obtained as the product of the transition ͑or spectroscopic͒ amplitudes
The amplitudes x p (n) are closely related to the spectral intensities of the experiment. Consider the case of an ionization experiment where the kinetic energy E ⑀ of the ejected electron is sufficiently high ͑''sudden limit''͒. The intensity with which a final ionic state n in the spectrum emerges is given by
͑6͒
Here, ⑀p denotes the dipole matrix element for the ͑bound͒ one-particle state ͉ p ͘ and the continuum ͑scattering͒ oneparticle state ͉ ⑀ ͘ and 0 is the energy of the incident photon. Often only one orbital p has appreciable contribution to P (n) (E ⑀ ). In this case Eq. ͑6͒ simplifies to
where
The quantity P pn is called pole strength or spectroscopic factor and provides a measure for the relative spectral intensities of the ionic states n associated with the orbital p. For a more thorough discussion of the intensity problem we refer to Refs. 14 and 15.
To evaluate the one-particle Green's function G͑͒ one usually starts from the Dyson equation
relating G͑͒ to the so-called self-energy ⌺͑͒. The free Green's function G 0 ͑͒ appearing in Eq. ͑9͒ is defined with respect to the noninteracting HF particles. Its matrix elements in energy space read
where ⑀ p are the HF orbital energies and n p ϭ1Ϫn p denote the HF ground state occupation numbers. As for G͑͒ there exists a direct perturbation expansion for ⌺͑͒ in terms of the famous Feynman diagrams. The self-energy ⌺͑͒ consists of a static ͑energy-independent͒ part ⌺͑ϱ͒ discussed further below ͑see Sec. IV B͒ and a dynamic ͑energy-dependent͒ part M͑͒:
The dynamic self-energy is further split into two parts according to
each possessing a spectral representation [16] [17] [18] M pq
similar to that for the one-particle Green's function. Depending on the sign of , the poles are located either in the lower ͑ I ϭϩ1͒ or the upper half ͑ II ϭϪ1͒ of the complex energy plane. The residue corresponding to a pole is given as the product of the coupling ͑Dyson͒ amplitudes m p () . The decomposition of the dynamic self-energy into the parts M I ͑͒ and M
II
͑͒ implies that each of these parts can be calculated independently, for instance, from their respective diagrammatic perturbation expansions. There are no mixed terms between the parts I and II. Physically these parts are associated with excitations of the ͑NϮ1͒-particle systems.
Using the relations ͑10͒-͑13͒, the solution of the Dyson equation can be cast as an eigenvalue problem of a Hermitian matrix. 19 In practical applications one, of course, uses an approximation of the self-energy and hence of this Hermitian matrix. Various approximation schemes have been proposed to evaluate the self-energy and Green's functions in general. An important class of approximation schemes are the diagrammatical methods. Here, one makes use of the Feynman diagrams to represent the perturbation series of the Green's function or propagator under consideration. Among the diagrammatical methods the algebraic diagrammatic construction ͑ADC͒ [20] [21] [22] [23] has proven to be of particular success for the treatment of finite electronic systems. This scheme, which provides access to the entire energy scale of the valence-shell ionization regime, reformulates the diagrammatic perturbation expansion for the Green's function in a simple algebraic form representing infinite partial summations of certain types of Feynman diagrams. The nth-order scheme, ADC(n), is complete through finite order n perturbation theory, i.e., it includes all Feynman diagrams up to nth order as well as higher order contributions in an appropriate manner. The method is quite general and applies to any Green's function or single component of it. The present applications comprise the particle-hole ͑polarization͒ propagator, 20 the self-energy of the one-particle Green's function, 21 the particle-particle propagator, 22, 23 and, more recently, the three-particle propagator. 24 To be specific we concentrate here without loss of generality on the ADC scheme. The ADC is a generalization of the special ͑diagonal͒ representation ͑13͒. It is based on the observation that the dynamic self-energy can be represented in the algebraic form
Here, the superscripts I and II have been dropped. The matrix K introduced in Eq. ͑14͒ is diagonal and collects the zeroorder ͑HF͒ excitation energies, C denotes a constant ͑energy-independent͒ Hermitian matrix referred to as the modified ͑effective͒ interaction matrix, and U p is a constant vector of modified ͑effective͒ coupling amplitudes. The configuration space defining these quantities comprises all physical ͑N Ϯ1͒-particle excitations with respect to the basis of the N-particle ground state HF orbitals excluding, however, the single-particle (1p) and single-hole (1h) configurations. In the usual classification scheme the electronic configurations are denoted as two-particle one-hole (2p1h), three-particle two-hole (3 p2h),..., configurations ͑for block I͒ and as twohole one-particle (2h1 p), three-hole two-particle (3h2 p),..., configurations ͑for block II͒.
In the ADC scheme both the vectors U p and the matrix C possess perturbation expansions
each series beginning in first order. Upon expanding the matrix ͑1ϪKϪC͒ Ϫ1 into powers of ͑1ϪK͒
Ϫ1
C and inserting the expansions ͑15͒ and ͑16͒ into Eq. ͑14͒ one arrives at
where all terms up to third order are shown. The matrix elements of C and U p are obtained by comparing the ADC expansion of Eq. ͑17͒ with the original diagrammatic perturbation series for the dynamic self-energy parts M I ͑͒ and M II ͑͒. By construction, the ADC(n) scheme sums up all diagrams completely through nth order and includes, moreover, infinitely many diagrams of higher orders. In the ADC͑2͒ approximation, also referred to as two-particle-hole Tamm-Dancoff approximation ͑2ph-TDA͒, one employs the first-order expansions for the elements of C and U p . The ADC͑3͒ approximation ͑extended 2ph-TDA͒ is obtained by replacing the first-order expansions for the coupling amplitudes U p with the second-order expansions. The explicit expressions of the ADC equations for C and U p up to fourth order are given in Ref. 21 .
It is worthwhile mentioning that the ADC scheme combines perturbation theory ͑for the N-electron ground state͒ and matrix diagonalization ͑variational principle͒ which has no analogue within the conventional wave function picture. An essential property of the ADC scheme, being important in numerical applications, concerns the size of the configuration space. As is well-known ͑see, e.g., Ref. 21͒, the configuration space required by the nth-order scheme, ADC(n), is substantially smaller than that of comparable configuration interaction ͑CI͒ expansions for calculating the energies and transition moments consistent through nth order. The explicit ADC(n) space increases with each even order n. Hence, for nϭ2 and 3 the space is spanned by the 2 p1h and 2h1p configurations and for nϭ4 and 5, in addition, by the 3 p2h and 3h2 p configurations of Nϩ1 and NϪ1 particles, respectively. On the other hand, multiple products of two-particle interaction ͑Coulomb͒ matrix elements appear in the expressions of the ADC equations. This is in contrast to the familiar CI treatment where the Coulomb matrix elements enter the CI expansions exclusively in linear form, however, to the price of much larger configuration spaces.
Once the vectors U p and the matrix C have been determined the Dyson equation ͑9͒ can be cast into the following eigenvalue problem:
Here, ⑀ denotes the diagonal matrix of HF orbital energies and U is the matrix of ͑column͒ vectors U p representing the coupling of the one-particle block ⑀ϩ⌺͑ϱ͒ and the matrices KϩC of the blocks I and II. The one-particle Green's function G͑͒ is obtained as the upper left block of the inverse of the matrix 1ϪB,
or, explicitly,
where the poles and residue amplitudes of G͑͒ derive from the eigenvalues e n ϭE nn and the corresponding eigenvector components x p (n) ϭ X pn Ј , respectively, of the matrix B.
Instead of this one-step ''direct'' diagonalization of B one may alternatively first diagonalize the ADC matrices KϩC independently for the blocks I and II:
In a subsequent step the Dyson equation is then solved via the diagonalization problem
͑24͒
The subblocks ⍀ I,II and m I,II of the matrix A are the diagonal matrices of eigenvalues of Eq. ͑22͒ representing the poles of the dynamic self-energy parts M
I,II
͑͒ and the matrices of coupling ͑Dyson͒ amplitudes m p () ͓see Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑13͔͒, respectively, the latter being obtained according to
as the scalar product of U p and the eigenvector Y ͑͒ of Eq. ͑22͒ associated with the th eigenvalue. The one-particle Green's function G͑͒ is again given in the form of Eqs. ͑20͒ and ͑21͒.
III. DIAGONALIZATION METHODS FOR LARGE MATRICES
The diagonalization of large symmetric or Hermitian matrices H is a key problem in computational quantum chemistry and physics. The usual way of calculating the eigenspectrum of H is to transform the matrix H into a tridiagonal one which is easy to diagonalize or to invert. However, standard diagonalization procedures such as the Givens and Householder methods 25 are not suitable for large matrices, since they have storage demands that depend on the square of the order N of the matrix H and require a number of arithmetic operations that scale as the cube of the matrix order ͑N 3 algorithms͒. Therefore, alternative procedures have to be considered in order to compute at least part of the eigenspectrum of H.
In this section we review two diagonalization methods which have found widespread application: the Lanczos and the Davidson algorithms. Particular emphasis is placed on their respective block extensions. Both methods can be applied to calculate the eigenspectrum of a given matrix H. However, while the Lanczos method is particularly suited to problems where information on the whole eigenspectrum of the matrix H is desired, the Davidson method offers the potential of a more efficient computation of a few selected ͑tar-geted͒ eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H.
The common idea of both the Lanczos and the Davidson algorithms is to iteratively generate from an initial vector, called the starting vector, an increasing basis of orthonormal vectors
onto which the matrix H is projected:
The eigenvalues of the jϫ j matrix S, called the Ritzvalues, represent approximations to certain eigenvalues of the matrix H. Accompanying approximate eigenvectors Y ( j) of H, called the Ritzvectors, are obtained via the transformation
where X ( j) denotes the eigenvector corresponding to the th eigenvalue of S. Formally, the Lanczos and Davidson methods differ from each other essentially in the choice of the expansion vectors q i .
A. Block or band Lanczos algorithm
The single-vector ͑simple͒ Lanczos algorithm is described in several textbooks and articles ͑see, e.g., Refs. 5-7 for textbooks and Refs. 26-33 for applications and further developments͒. The classical Lanczos procedure was originally conceived to reduce the eigenvalue problem of a large symmetric matrix to that of the simpler Lanczos matrices. The simple Lanczos method realizes an orthogonal projection process onto the Krylov space, i.e., the space spanned by the sequence of iterates ͕q 1 ,Hq 1 ,...,H jϪ1 q 1 ͖. Starting with an initial ͑orthonormalized͒ vector q 1 with a nonzero projection on each eigenvector of H, the algorithm builds an orthonormal basis ͕q 1 ,q 2 ,...,q j ͖ from the Krylov space, leading to a tridiagonal matrix T ( j) . The computation of both the Lanczos vectors q i and the matrix elements of T ( j) is extremely cheap. This is based upon the three-term recurrence
denote the diagonal and offdiagonal entries, respectively, of the tridiagonal matrix T ( j) and, by definition, T i0 ϭ0 and q 0 ϭ0. Convergence is best 6 for the extreme eigenelements of T ( j) which usually contain most of the desired information.
It is an essential drawback of the simple Lanczos algorithm that it does not account for multiplicities of the eigenvalues which it computes. This suggests to consider a block or band extension of the simple scheme. The block algorithm 6,7 is readily derived from the simple algorithm by replacing the Lanczos vectors q i and the numbers T i j in the recursion ͑29͒ by their corresponding matrix analogues, yielding a block tridiagonal representation of the matrix H. Alternatively, one may resort to a band formulation of the algorithm. 8 In the context of exact arithmetic both variants are equivalent. In the following, we consider the band algorithm rather than its block analog but shall use both names synonymously.
The band Lanczos algorithm starts by supplying n orthonormal vectors q 1 ,q 2 ,...,q n . The recursion relation then reads
and, by definition, T i j ϭ0 and q i ϭ0, if jр0. In the basis Q ( j) spanned by the Lanczos vectors q i generated the projection of the matrix H becomes banded the bandwidth of which is 2nϩ1:
In practice, the algorithm is performed as is the entire part of m and J denotes the number of block iterations. We mention that in the block version the iteration number j is restricted to be an integer multiple of n.
As with the simple Lanczos method, the block Lanczos method is particularly attractive for the diagonalization of large matrices. This is due to the following reasons. First, the matrix H only enters the recurrence relation in form of the matrixϫvector terms Hq i . Second, only the 2n most recently generated Lanczos vectors q i are required in order to compute the next n Lanczos vectors. Third, the block tridiagonal or band matrices generated by the block or band Lanczos method are easy to diagonalize. This allows, in principle, the computation of all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix H. In practice, however, the efficiency of the method diminishes due to numerical instabilities. As the iteration proceeds, the Lanczos vectors tend to lose their orthogonality and the process starts to produce copies of already converged eigenvalues. These instabilities can be remedied either by a complete or selective ͑partial͒ reorthonormalization of the Lanczos vectors ͑see, e.g., Ref.
6͒ which is, however, computationally expensive.
There is a certain range of problems in theoretical physics and chemistry where one is not interested in the individual eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix H, but rather in the global feature of its eigenspectrum. As an example we mention the evaluation of matrix elements of operator functions, ͗ p ͉F(Ĥ )͉ q ͘, to which the block Lanczos method is ideally adapted. 10 Here, ͉ p ͘ denote some reference vectors. To be more specific we recall from Ref. 10 the following remarkable properties of the block Lanczos method:
where the matrix
denotes the projection of H onto the j-dimensional Lanczos space. These relations state that the first 2JϪ2 or 2JϪ1 moments of H ( j) with respect to the starting vectors are exact. Moreover, it can be shown that there exists no approximation of rank j which gives more exact moments than the block Lanczos approximation H ( j) . Hence, the block Lanczos method provides access to the desired global convergence in the sense of Eqs. ͑36͒ and ͑37͒. It permits, in particular, the fast computation of the elements ͗ p ͉F(Ĥ )͉ q ͘ of any operator function F(Ĥ ) provided that this function is analytic in a circle which contains the eigenvalues of H. As has been demonstrated in Ref. 10 for the case of the resolvent F͑H͒ϭ͑ϪH͒ Ϫ1 ͑here, H is a matrix representation of the operator Ĥ ͒ one observes an exponential convergence of
with the number of block iterations J times the ''distance'' from the spectrum, i.e., with J•min ͉E Ϫ͉, where E denote the eigenvalues of H. This convergence is extremely fast if is far apart, i.e., below or above, from the spectrum. It is this outstanding global convergence property of the block Lanczos method which establishes its relevance for applications within the many-body framework.
B. Block Davidson algorithm
The Davidson algorithm 34 has a long tradition in computational ab initio quantum chemistry. It is a standard method for finding the lowest eigenvalues and eigenvectors of large CI matrices. 35 A block extension of this method 36, 37 has successfully been applied to the computation of valenceshell double ionization ͑Auger͒ spectra using the Green's function method. 38 For a recent discussion of the Davidson method see Ref. 39 . Here, we give a brief account of the block Davidson method as implemented in the present calculations which is an extension of Ref. 37 .
The idea behind the Davidson procedure is best illustrated by starting with a simple perturbation theory analysis. Upon partitioning a given matrix H as
into a dominant part H 0 -usually, and for the sake of simplicity, H 0 ϭdiag͑H͒ ͓diagonal preconditioning͔-and a ''perturbation'' H I , one is immediately led to a simple iteration scheme for improving a given trial eigenvector c
Here, j denotes the iteration number, E ( j) is the Rayleigh quotient for c ( j) defined by
its residual vector. The iteration scheme implied by Eq. ͑40͒ can also be regarded as the first-order approximation to the method of ''coordinate relaxation'' 40 applied simultaneously along all coordinates. While this simple scheme exhibits generally poor convergence properties, 34 the idea behind the Davidson method is not just to add the correction vector ( j) to c ( j) , but rather to progressively collect the correction vectors ͕ ( j) ͖ to form a basis set ͑after suitable reorthonormalization͒ in which the trial eigenvector is expanded. Thus the Davidson method also represents one particular implementation among the subspace iteration techniques. In general, we then write the trial eigenvector at cycle j as
where Q ( j) is a matrix of ͑column͒ orthonormal basis vectors and v ( j) is the vector of expansion coefficients. For ease of notation we shall now drop the superscript indicating iteration number.
The matrix Q comprises any initial set of starting basis vectors-e.g., chosen to span a subspace of interest or the presumed dominant character of the sought eigenvectorsplus the successively collected and reorthonormalized correction vectors computed via Eq. ͑40͒. Specific criteria of choice for the initial Q used in the present work will be discussed later. At each iteration the vector v is chosen as usual by making the Rayleigh quotient stationary in the subspace spanned by Q, i.e., among the eigenvectors of the matrix SϭQ † Z, with ZϭHQ. This choice may easily be driven by any one of a number of criteria such as: eigenvalue minimization or restriction in a given range; eigenvector overlap maximization from one iteration to the next; magnitude of the eigenvector projection onto a specific subspace, and so on.
When more than one eigensolution of the matrix H is sought, two possible alternative procedures may obviously be conceived: The desired eigenpairs can be iterated independently and in succession, one after convergence of the other; or they can be refined simultaneously, at each cycle one new basis vector being computed and added to Q for each sought solution. The latter approach ͑''block Davidson''͒ is clearly characterized by a faster growth rate of the basis set, but this disadvantage is usually more than compensated by a much better convergence rate, especially in dense regions of the spectrum of H. In addition, the block Davidson approach affords greater computational efficiency, in that a number of vector operations are naturally replaced by their matrix analogues, and the matrix H needs be computed or read from slow storage fewer times.
In practice, the algorithm is outlined in the following major steps:
͑1͒ Supply and store an initial basis set matrix Q spanning a chosen subspace selected by some criteria. The procedure lends itself to being automatically and dynamically implemented in virtually any amount of available fast storage, provided this is large enough to hold a few vectors. The vectors ͕z i ͖ and ͕q i ͖ ͑matrices Z and Q͒ are kept on disk and read in groups of adjustable size. All the necessary matrix operations are also easily stripmined if needed to generate and handle only a suitable subset of correction and converged vectors at once. The amount of available storage also determines the maximum reachable size of the Q subspace, but, as outlined in step ͑1͒ above, the whole procedure is straightforwardly restartable by jumping from any step to step ͑1͒ and replacing the initial set of basis vectors with an appropriate subset of the current trial ͑and converged͒ eigenvectors. In this way the procedure automatically monitors and controls the growth rate of the subspace size and, if required, can truncate the subspace according to available resources. In practice, convergence is usually achieved within a few iterations, in particular when the matrix H is diagonally dominant. As in the block Lanczos method, the timeconsuming step is the formation of the Z matrix ͓step ͑6͔͒. On the other hand, the expansion vectors in the Davidson method do not obey a three-term recursion and the S matrix is not tridiagonal. This restricts the algorithm to handling generally smaller subspaces and to applications where a smaller number of selected roots are sought.
IV. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF THE ONE-PARTICLE GREEN'S FUNCTION
As has been discussed in Sec. II the determination of the one-particle Green's function requires ͑i͒
The solution of the Dyson equation in form of either the ''direct'' diagonalization of the secular matrix B or the two-step procedure which comprises the diagonalization of the matrices ͑KϩC͒ I,II according to Eq. ͑22͒ and the subsequent diagonalization of the matrix A specified in Eq. ͑24͒; ͑ii͒
The evaluation of the static self-energy matrix ⌺͑ϱ͒.
Matrices possessing a structure as does A are called ''arrow'' matrices. They are characterized to consist of a submatrix of small dimension and of a large diagonal ''tail'' coupled to the former submatrix via coupling matrices. A very efficient and numerically stable procedure for the diagonalization of A that takes advantage of its particular ''arrow type'' structure has been described in Refs. 41 and 42. This method, referred to as the pole search algorithm ͑PSA͒, enables the calculation of all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A within a certain range of its eigenspectrum. The drawback of the method, however, is that it requires the separate full diagonalization of the matrices ͑KϩC͒ I,II prior to the construction of A. This clearly represents a formidable obstacle in view of the usually very large configuration spaces which define ͑KϩC͒ I,II . Therefore, in order to reduce the size of these matrices various possibilities such as, e.g., the truncation of the one-particle ͑orbital͒ space and/or the selection of important configurations have been considered. Nevertheless, in particular for the treatment of larger systems and basis sets, one soon approaches the limitations where the reliability of the final results, ionization energies and spectroscopic factors, is seriously affected.
An alternative access to the computation of the oneparticle Green's function is to resort to the direct diagonalization of B. Here, one may make use of the well-established block Davidson procedure as described in Sec. III B for calculating a few selected roots. This one-step diagonalization is especially useful if the matrix B is large. On the other hand, the numerical effort grows very rapidly with the number of eigenstates being sought. Here, one meets again a situation where additional approximations or truncations become necessary in order to cope with the high-dimensional secular matrices.
In the ensuing Sec. IV A we discuss a new numerical procedure for the efficient calculation of the one-particle Green's function. The proposed procedure consists of the two major steps: a block Lanczos ''prediagonalization'' of the block ͑KϩC͒ I and a subsequent diagonalization of the resulting smaller eigenvalue problem of the Hermitian secular matrix B ͑Dyson equation͒. This method makes quite naturally use of the specific structure of B. The evaluation of the static self-energy matrix ⌺͑ϱ͒ and its numerical calculation is then discussed in Sec. IV B.
A. Block Lanczos transformation of the large (N؉1)-block
To make contact with Sec. II we briefly recall the structure of the matrix B. It consists of three submatrices ͑blocks͒: the one-particle block ⑀ϩ⌺͑ϱ͒ and the blocks ͑KϩC͒ I and ͑KϩC͒ II coupled to the one-particle block via the matrices of modified ͑effective͒ coupling amplitudes U I and U
II
. The superscripts I and II refer to the spaces of physical excitations of the ͑Nϩ1͒-particle and ͑NϪ1͒-particle systems, respectively. In the ADC͑2͒ approximation ͑2ph-TDA͒ as well as the ADC͑3͒ approximation ͑extended 2ph-TDA͒ the spaces I and II are confined to the 2 p1h and 2h1p configurations, respectively. In the case of the fourth-order scheme, ADC͑4͒, the 3p2h and 3h2p configurations are additionally required. The one-particle block ⑀ϩ⌺͑ϱ͒ corresponds to the space of 1 p and 1h configurations. Without loss of generality we concentrate in the following on ADC͑3͒. The structure of the Hermitian matrix B in the ADC͑3͒ approach is shown in Fig.  1 .
Though considerably smaller than comparable CI expansions, distinctive numerical difficulties arise from the size of the 2 p1h and 2h1 p configuration spaces defining the dimension of the ADC͑3͒ matrices ͑KϩC͒ I,II . In particular, the size of the joint matrix B is essentially determined by that of the 2 p1h block. As an example consider the ADC͑3͒ calculation for the benzene molecule which is discussed below ͑see Sec. V͒. Here, the dimension is 20 746 for the 2 p1h block and 3 254 for the 2h1 p block in 2 A 1g symmetry ͑D 2h point group notation͒. Together with the one-particle block ͑dimension 24͒ the size of the matrix B amounts to 24 024. It is apparent that the diagonalization of B represents a serious obstacle in view of the large number of ionic states ͑typically 50-100͒ which are usually required in practice.
The above considerations indicate that a huge amount of computational effort can be avoided if one succeeds in truncating or approximating the very large 2 p1h block ingenously. Here, the special structure of the secular matrix B comes into play. The fact that no direct coupling exists between the 2 p1h and 2h1 p blocks and that these blocks are energetically well separated from each other is of crucial importance. This suggests to approximate the 2 p1h block in an appropriate manner and to investigate the influence of this approximation on the desired eigenvalues and eigenvector components associated with the ionization energies and spectral intensity coefficients, respectively, of the ͑NϪ1͒-particle eigenstates.
Now the question arises as to how a useful approximation of the 2 p1h block is obtained. An obvious possibility is to select out of the full 2p1h matrix a submatrix of fixed dimension ͑500 or 1000, say͒. The selection may be controlled, e.g., by the magnitude of coupling of the 2p1h and 1h configurations. However, in particular if the 2 p1h block is very large, an enormous number of 2p1h configurations are possibly to be included in order to ensure a desired accuracy of the final results. Another and more effective way for reducing the dimension of the 2p1h block is to ''replace'' this block by a much smaller matrix which maintains the global information of the full 2p1h block. A very prac- tical mathematical procedure which is ideally suited for this purpose is the block Lanczos algorithm. By means of this method the very large 2p1h block, i.e., the matrix ͑KϩC͒ I is projected onto the subspace spanned by the Lanczos vectors generated leading to a block tridiagonal or band representation of ͑KϩC͒ I . The particular importance of the block Lanczos method as employed here is that it leads to an approximation of the 2p1h block, the first moments of which are exact ͑see Sec. III A͒.
The proposed method for calculating the one-particle Green's function proceeds as follows. The first step consists of supplying a set of orthonormal vectors to begin with. A particularly convenient choice of starting vectors is provided by the Nϫn matrix U built by the vectors of modified ͑ef-fective͒ coupling amplitudes U p where n, the number of columns of U, equals the number of ͑occupied and unoccupied͒ HF orbitals and N equals the number of 2 p1h configurations of block I. A set of orthonormal starting vectors Q (n) ϭ(q 1 ,q 2 ,...,q n ) is then obtained by applying the modified Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure to the columns of U. This yields the Q -R factorization
where R is an upper triangular nϫn matrix. We now assume that we run the band Lanczos recursion until jϭN, the dimension N of the matrix KϩC of block I. In this case the generated band matrix
simply represents an orthogonal similarity transformation of KϩC. The coupling matrix U transforms to where
which is equivalent to Eqs. ͑18͒ and ͑19͒. Figure 2 provides an illustration of the structure of the Hermitian matrix B.
Now observe that in B, due to the particular structure of the coupling matrix R, only the first n elements of the band matrix T, i.e., the first nϫn block of T couple directly to the one-particle block ⑀ϩ⌺͑ϱ͒. There is no direct coupling of the ''higher'' matrix elements of T to the one-particle block ⑀ϩ⌺͑ϱ͒. Furthermore, it is important to note that because of its band structure the coupling of the higher elements of the matrix T to the first nϫn block of T becomes successively weaker. Remember that the moments of the ''spectra'' are conserved. This obviously allows severe truncations of the T matrix to dimensions j much smaller than that of the full 2 p1h block.
The eigenvalues and eigenvector components of B after truncation of T corresponding to the energies and transition amplitudes, respectively, of the ͑NϪ1͒-particle states represent approximations to those of the full secular problem B. Numerical examples which demonstrate the efficiency and computational advantages of this proposed procedure are discussed in Secs. V and VI.
B. Evaluation of the static self-energy
In the following we consider the static self-energy matrix ⌺͑ϱ͒ which appears as a part of the small 1p/1h block in the matrices A and B, respectively. This quantity enters very sensitively the Dyson equation and an error in ⌺͑ϱ͒ may seriously affect the reliability of the results for the singlehole main ionic states.
The basic relation for evaluating the components of ⌺͑ϱ͒ reads
where the contour integration is closed in the upper complex energy plane. Here, the notation V pk [ql] ϭV pkql ϪV pklq is used for the antisymmetrized Coulomb matrix elements. Together with the Dyson equation ͑9͒ and Eq. ͑11͒ the above relation establishes an iterative procedure for the consistent calculation of both the static self-energy ⌺͑ϱ͒ and the oneparticle Green's function G͑͒, once the dynamic selfenergy M͑͒ or an approximation of it is given.
In practice, however, the self-consistent procedure is expensive since the residues of all ͑NϪ1͒-particle eigenstates are to be determined from the secular matrices A or B. Replacing G͑͒ in Eq. ͑51͒ by the first two terms of the Dyson expansion
and considering Eq. ͑11͒ one arrives at
which in general represents an excellent approximation to the fully iterated result of Eq. ͑51͒. After performing part of the contour integrations the problem of determining ⌺͑ϱ͒ reduces to the single matrix inversion
entirely defined in the space of the one-particle and one-hole configurations. The inhomogeneities b pq are given by
where the contour integral closes in the upper half of the complex energy plane. The error introduced by the truncation of the Dyson expansion ͑52͒ is of fifth order perturbation theory, i.e., ⌺͑ϱ͒ is complete through fourth order if the third-order approximation, ADC͑3͒, for the dynamic selfenergy M͑͒ is employed. The major numerical obstacle is concealed in the inhomogeneities b pq requiring the contour integrations
For an explicit spectral representation of M͑͒, see Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑13͒, the result is
The evaluation of these quantities requires, in principle, the separate full diagonalization of the secular matrices KϩC of the blocks I and II. This poses considerable numerical difficulties due to the large dimension of these matrices. Numerical strategies which avoid or circumvent the full diagonalization of KϩC have been discussed in Ref. 43 . There, two alternative methods, namely an inversion method ͑Jacobi iteration 44 ͒ and a single-vector Lanczos diagonalization method, have been considered for the efficient calculation of the integrals Q kl . Here, we complement these investigations by introducing a block or band Lanczos diagonalization procedure which also allows for a direct and efficient access to the integrals Q kl .
As with the single-vector Lanczos method for diagonalizing KϩC described in Ref. 43 , the block Lanczos method operates by generating an increasing basis of Lanczos vectors and computing the projection of KϩC onto this basis. Upon performing the algorithm ͑34͒ outlined in Sec. III A one arrives after j band ͑i.e., Jϭ[ j/n] block͒ iterations at the band ͑block tridiagonal͒ matrix T ( j) of Eq. ͑33͒. The diagonalization of T ( j) yields a set of j eigenvalues representing approximations to the exact eigenvalues of KϩC.
The Dyson amplitude m p () is the overlap of the modified coupling amplitude U p -i.e., the pth column vector of the coupling matrix U-with the th eigenvector of KϩC. As starting vectors one hence has to choose the ͑Gram-Schmidt orthonormalized͒ coupling amplitudes. Thus starting the process with the matrix U I of column vectors U p I , where the number of columns equals the number of occupied and unoccupied orbitals, one may compute all the matrix elements Q kl I via a simple block Lanczos diagonalization of KϩC associated with the larger block I. Similarly, employing the starting matrix U II one obtains all matrix elements Q kl II by diagonalizing the secular matrix KϩC of the smaller block II. In practical applications convergence of the elements Q kl I,II to 10 Ϫ9 is usually achieved within 12 to 15 block iterations.
The procedure just described has the practical advantage that the pseudospectra obtained for the larger block I can be reused to build the secular matrix B of Eq. ͑50͒. A closer inspection of Eqs. ͑58͒ and ͑59͒ reveals that it suffices to run the algorithm with a smaller block size of U I and U II comprising the occupied or unoccupied orbitals only. This clearly restricts the amount of multiplications of the matrix KϩC and the vectors U p . Proceeding in this way one has to evaluate and store the overlaps U p † q i , iϭ1,2,..., j, for each occupied or unoccupied orbital p. After j band Lanczos iterations are performed, diagonalize T ( j) and compute its full eigenvector matrix X ( j) . The matrix of approximate Dyson amplitudes m p () is given by
In substituting the exact spectral energies and Dyson amplitudes m p () in Eqs. ͑58͒ and ͑59͒ by those of the block Lanczos pseudospectrum one obtains an approximation for the matrix elements Q kl . The second part of Eq. ͑60͒ shows that only the first n components of the eigenvectors are needed ͓cf. Eq. ͑47͔͒, where n denotes the dimension of the 1 p/1h block. This property significantly reduces the numerical effort. 10 It should be mentioned that the block Lanczos diagonalization procedure becomes expensive when a large number of band iterations j is required. In contrast to the inversion method, 43 however, both the single-vector and block Lanczos methods guarantee the convergence of the integrals Q kl .
V. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE: THE IONIZATION SPECTRUM OF BENZENE
To illustrate the performance of the block Lanczos transformation described above in realistic applications we have calculated the vertical-electronic ionization energies and spectral intensities ͑pole strengths͒ of the valence ionic states in benzene using the ADC͑3͒ approximation for the oneparticle Green's function. The approximate values of these quantities obtained via the diagonalization of the block Lanczos ''prediagonalized'' secular matrix B are compared to the corresponding ''exact'' values resulting from the one-step ''direct'' diagonalization of the full secular problem B. The computations have been performed on an IBM 3090 computer.
The required input data for the Green's function calculations, 45 molecular orbital energies and Coulomb integrals, were generated from ab initio Hartree-Fock selfconsistent field ͑HF-SCF͒ calculations at the neutralmolecule ground state geometry employing the experimental equilibrium distances R CϪC ϭ1.397 Å and R CϪH ϭ1.084 Å. 46 A contracted double-zeta plus polarization ͑DZP͒ basis set was used consisting of 4s,2p,1d Cartesian Gaussians on each carbon and 2s,1p on each hydrogen. 47, 48 The exponents for the d-type polarization functions on carbon and for the p-type polarization functions on hydrogen are 0.6 and 0.75, respectively. The ground state HF total energy thus resulting is Ϫ230.728 603 a.u. The total number of molecular orbitals is 126.
In the Green's function calculations the orbital space has almost completely been exhausted. Only the C1s core occupied orbitals and their unoccupied ͑virtual͒ counterparts have been left out of consideration. This leaves a total of 114 ͑15 occupied and 99 virtual͒ valence orbitals to be included when constructing the configuration spaces of the blocks I and II. To introduce from the outset an a priori reduction of the size of the secular problem both the spin and spatial symmetries have been exploited. The spin-free expressions for the elements of the ADC͑3͒ matrices KϩC and U employed here are given in Ref. 21 . The spatial symmetry has been exploited to the extent of the largest one-dimensional ͑Abelian͒ subgroup of the full symmetry group, i.e., D 2h in the case of benzene. The construction of symmetry-adapted configurations is then trivial. Thus for each irreducible representation there results a decoupled eigenvalue problem for the matrix B. The dimensions of the subblocks of B and of B itself as arising within the D 2h point group are listed in Table  I . Here, we shall confine ourselves to the 2 A 1g symmetry only. For this symmetry the dimension was 20 746 for ͑KϩC͒ I and 3 254 for ͑KϩC͒
II
. These matrices are sparse with 6.6% and 22.3% nonzero elements, respectively. Together with the one-particle block 1 p/1h whose dimension is 24 ͑equal to the number of occupied and unoccupied orbitals of a 1g symmetry͒ the size of the joint matrix B amounts to 24 024. We note that the solutions of the eigenvalue problem A 1g symmetry. The static self-energy matrix ⌺͑ϱ͒ appearing in the oneparticle block was determined via the free one-particle Green's function ͑direct͒ approach as described in Sec. IV B ͑see also Refs. 41 and 43͒. The ADC͑3͒ expressions for KϩC and U were employed. This allows for an approximation of ⌺͑ϱ͒ that is complete through fourth-order perturbation theory and that includes partial contributions of certain perturbation terms in all higher orders. The block Lanczos algorithm was used to calculate the integrals Q kl of Eqs. ͑57͒-͑59͒. On average about 15 block iterations per symmetry were required to achieve convergence of the elements Q kl to 10
Ϫ9
. Within this convergence threshold an accuracy of about 10
Ϫ6 eV for the matrix elements ⌺ kl ͑ϱ͒ is obtained. Next we have generated the elements of the band matrix T of the 2 p1h block using the block Lanczos algorithm. Starting with matrix U I of column vectors U p I where the number of columns equals the number of HF orbitals in a 1g symmetry, five block iterations were performed leading to a T matrix of dimension 120. This defines our pseudospectrum 1. To study convergence further five block iterations were appended to the previous run thus yielding a total of ten block iterations. In this case the dimension of the resulting T matrix is 240 ͑pseudospectrum 2͒. Note that the dimensions of these projection matrices are substantially smaller than that of the full secular matrix ͑KϩC͒ I ͑dimension 20 746͒. In the realization of the calculations both the coupling matrix R and the T matrices were kept in fast memory. This was no longer possible for the matrix ͑KϩC͒ I which was therefore held on disk.
Once the block Lanczos pseudospectrum of the 2p1h block has been computed the matrix B was then diagonalized using the block Davidson procedure. The calculations were performed as described in Sec. III B. The results obtained on the valence ionic states of 2 E 2g and 2 A 1g symmetry are collected in Tables II and III ͑here and in the following the symmetry labels of the full spatial point group of benzene, D 6h , are used͒. In the tables the notations I n (J) and P pn (J) are employed for the ionization energies and pole strengths after the Jth block Lanczos iteration, respectively. For comparison the corresponding ''exact'' values, I n and P pn , of the direct diagonalization of the full problem B are also shown. We mention that a detailed discussion of the present results on the satellite states has been published recently. 49 There, the results of a more extensive ADC͑3͒ calculation based on a triple-zeta-valence plus polarization ͑TZVP͒ basis set built up of 5s,3p,1d Cartesian Gaussians on each carbon and 3s,1p on each hydrogen 47, 50 are also included. The exponents chosen for the polarization functions in the TZVP basis set are the same as those used in the DZP basis set.
Let us now discuss the outcome of the calculations. Using pseudospectrum 1, quite a good agreement with the results of the direct diagonalization of the full problem B is already obtained. It is generally recognized that the absolute error in the ionization energies, i.e., the difference ͉I n ϪI n (5) ͉ decreases upon going from the outer-valence energy regime to the inner-valence energy regime of the ionization spectrum. This is easily understood since, due to the larger energy gap, the approximated 2p1h block has much less influence on the inner-valence ionic levels than on the outervalence ionic levels which are comparatively close to the 2 p1h block. More specifically, for the lowest 2 E 2g state the discrepancy between the computed approximate ionization energy I n (5) and the corresponding ''exact'' value I n , where B was diagonalized by the block Davidson procedure alone, is 6.60ϫ10 Ϫ4 eV. The absolute error in the corresponding pole strength, ͉P pn ϪP pn (5) ͉, is also small ͑8.70ϫ10 
the pseudospectrum of the 2 p1h block. The corresponding ''exact'' values of the direct diagonalization of the full secular problem B are denoted as I n and P pn . Also shown are the absolute errors in the ionization energies, ͉I n ϪI n (J) ͉, as well as in the pole strengths, ͉P pn ϪP pn (J) ͉. The numbers in parentheses are the powers of ten with which the entries are to be multiplied. All energies in eV.
͉I n ϪI n (10) ͉ P pn (10) ͉P pn ϪP symmetry of benzene obtained via the diagonalization of the prediagonalized secular matrix B. The superscript J denotes the number of block Lanczos iterations performed in calculating the pseudospectrum of the 2p1h block. The corresponding ''exact'' values of the direct diagonalization of the full secular problem B are denoted as I n and P pn . Also shown are the absolute errors in the ionization energies, ͉I n ϪI n (J) ͉, as well as in the pole strengths, ͉P pn ϪP pn (J) ͉. The numbers in parentheses are the powers of ten with which the entries are to be multiplied. All energies in eV. 
Ϫ4
, respectively. We mention that similar results have been obtained for the other symmetry species not discussed here.
Using pseudospectrum 2, a considerable improvement over the previous results is obtained. As is made available by Tables II and III, A 1g symmetry are more or less reproduced to within about 6 ''exact'' digits. As a remarkable outcome of our investigations we would like to emphasize that we did not achieve convergence for the three states of 2 A 1g symmetry highest in energy when directly diagonalizing the full secular problem B. This further underlines the excellent performance of the block Lanczos method as employed here; the secular matrices B to be finally diagonalized are smaller and hence the diagonalization process is numerically more stable than for the matrices B.
The above discussion of efficiency essentially compares the error in the final results, i.e., in the ionization energies and pole strengths. A further relevant aspect concerns the gain in computation time by the two-step diagonalization procedure with respect to the direct diagonalization of full secular problem. The time-determining step in the block Lanczos algorithm is the multiplication of the matrices KϩC and U. The other operations have negligible cost and will not be considered here. The characteristic CPU time for one block iteration was 250 s on an IBM 3090 computer. Thus about 1250 and 2500 s were used up in generating the pseudospectra 1 and 2, respectively, considered here. The subsequent diagonalization of the matrix B took about 900 s. For comparison, the diagonalization time of the full problem B was approximately 8000 s. Hence, we find that the two-step procedure is between four and two times faster than the direct diagonalization of B. It should be mentioned that these efficiency factors substantially increase with the size of the molecule, the orbital basis set employed, and the number of roots to be computed. Moreover, one may expect that a more efficient ͑vectorized͒ computer code for the block Lanczos algorithm will further increase the performance of the proposed procedure. The diagonalization of the full secular matrix B ͑Dyson equation͒ whose eigenvalues and eigenvectors determine the one-particle Green's function is generally expensive. The proposed procedure introduced in Sec. IV uses the block Lanczos algorithm as a natural and convenient tool for reducing the dimension of the secular problem, leading to an enhanced numerical stability of the diagonalization process. This reduction of the size of the secular problem is particularly important in applications where the treatment of the full problem B becomes computationally extremely cumbersome. In cases where a large number of very closely lying states in the inner-valence ionization region are present, the diagonalization of B ͑via block Davidson͒ cannot be carried out in this part of the spectrum. In this section we describe an application for such a case.
VI. COMPLETE VALENCE-SHELL IONIZATION
In recent articles ͑see Refs. 51 and 52͒ the existence and properties of the free doubly negative molecular systems MF 4 2Ϫ ͑MϭBe, Mg, and Ca͒ have been discussed. These dianions were found to be stable with respect to both fragmentation into MF 3 Ϫ and F Ϫ and to electron loss. The stability to electron loss has been established by computing the verticalelectronic ionization energies of the outer-valence ͑main͒ anionic states of the MF 4 2Ϫ dianions using the one-particle Green's function approach. In the following we give an account of the computational details of the calculations that we have performed on the complete valence-shell ionization regime of the above dianions. In addition, we also report on the calculated ionization spectra of the corresponding anions and neutral systems. As representative examples of these systems we discuss the results obtained for BeF 4 2Ϫ , BeF 3 Ϫ , and BeF 2 . The computed spectra of the homologous systems MF 4 2Ϫ , MF 3 Ϫ , and MF 2 ͑MϭMg and Ca͒ are similar to those of the beryllium fluorides. They are discussed in Ref. 53 .
The valence-shell ionization spectra of BeF 4 2Ϫ , BeF 3 Ϫ , and BeF 2 have been calculated using the ADC͑3͒ approximation for the one-particle Green's function. The orbital energies and Coulomb integrals required for the Green's function calculations were obtained from ground state HF-SCF calculations using the respective optimized CI geometries of the above systems. Details on the geometry optimization calculations and the basis sets employed are given in Refs. 51 and 52. As for benzene, the spatial symmetry has been exploited to the extent of the respective largest onedimensional subgroups of the full point group, i.e., D 2 , C 2v , and D 2h in the case of BeF 4 2Ϫ , BeF 3 Ϫ , and BeF 2 , respectively. The orbital space has essentially been exhausted. With the exception of the F1s core occupied orbitals and their unoccupied counterparts all the remaining orbitals have been maintained. For the largest system considered here, BeF 4 2Ϫ , the resulting configuration spaces of the blocks I and II with largest dimensions are 23 913 and 5 421, respectively ͑ 2 A 1 in D 2 point group symmetry͒. The various computational steps of the ADC͑3͒ calculations proceeded as described in the preceding section for benzene. For each beryllium fluoride system, the total number of block iterations performed in generating the respective pseudospectra was ten. In the case of BeF 4 2Ϫ , the largest eigenvalue problem for the prediagonalized secular matrix B was of dimension 5707 ͑ 2 A 1 , D 2 notation͒. By contrast, the corresponding full secular problem B is of dimension 29 360.
The results, ionization energies and spectral intensities ͑pole strengths͒, obtained for BeF 4 2Ϫ , BeF 3 Ϫ , and BeF 2 are collected in Table IV . In addition, the calculated ionization spectra are displayed in Fig. 3 in the shape of a line spectrum. The position and height of each line are given by the computed ionization energy and pole strength, respectively. The number above each line indicates the orbital out of which ionization takes place.
Before discussing the results let us first describe the most critical problems arising in the calculations of the ion-ization spectra of the systems BeF 4 2Ϫ and BeF 3 Ϫ . Whereas the block Davidson algorithm could be straightforwardly applied to the matrix B to extract the desired information on the outer-valence part of the spectrum, serious computational difficulties emerged in calculating inner-valence ionic states. The convergence problems of the block Davidson method encountered in the inner-valence ionization region are due to the large number of closely lying states in that part of the spectrum. To overcome these problems a modification of the initial subspace selection for the block Davidson iterations was adopted. In the usual procedure the starting subspace vectors are simply selected as an Nϫn ''unit'' matrix Q (n) with elements Q im ϭ␦ im , where n is equal to the number of occupied orbitals and N denotes the dimension of the prediagonalized matrix B. In the problematic cases we augmented this starting basis set by additional unit vectors selected using a second-order perturbation theory criterion as follows. The full list of 2h1p and 2p1h configurations is ordered according to their summed second-order contribution to the 1h inner-valence states and a suitable number of the largest contributing ones is then added to the starting basis. Out of the thus obtained basis vectors a maximum number of 600 basis vectors has been considered. In the block Davidson diagonalization of B the large number of about 70 block iteration cycles were required to achieve convergence for all inner-valence ionic states, leading to S matrices with dimensions around 1100. Without the reduction of dimension when going from B to B, the diagonalization of all inner-valence states is hardly possible.
We now turn to the discussion of the computed ionization spectra of BeF 4 2Ϫ , BeF 3 Ϫ , and BeF 2 . In its ground state the BeF 4 2Ϫ dianion is well described by the T d electronic configuration ͑core͒ 10 (3a 1 ) 2 (2t 2 ) 6 (4a 1 ) 2 (3t 2 ) 6 (1e) 4 ͑4t 2 ͒ 6 ϫ(1t 1 ) 6 . As can be seen in Fig. 3 the spectrum of BeF 4
2Ϫ
consists of two groups of closely spaced lines which are separated by a large energy gap ͑ϳ20 eV͒. The first group of lines at lowest ionization energy results from the removal of electrons out of the outer-valence orbitals 1t 1 , 4t 2 , 1e, 3t 2 , and 4a 1 . These orbitals essentially derive from the 2 p levels of fluorine ͑F2p lone pairs͒, the highest occupied of which, 1t 1 , is nonbonding with respect to the central beryllium atom. The second group of lines at higher binding energy arises from the ionization out of the inner-valence orbitals 2t 2 and 3a 1 which are mainly of fluorine 2s character. These lines are satellite lines and correspond to 2h1 p configurations involving electron excitations from the outer-valence occupied to low-lying unoccupied ͑virtual͒ orbitals accompanying the ionization of an electron out of an outer-valence orbital. They acquire their intensity by borrowing it from the 2s main states. According to the classification scheme presented in Ref. A 1 satellites are predicted to lie at 25.52 and 25.58 eV and to have pole strengths of 0.20 and 0.31, respectively. As one can see from the figure, 2t 2 and 3a 1 main states cannot be identified, their intensity has spread over many lines. One encounters the phenomenon of the breakdown of the orbital picture of ionization. 15 The ionization spectrum of BeF 3 Ϫ shown in Fig. 3 is similar to that of BeF 4 2Ϫ discussed above. In the outervalence energy regime the spectrum exhibits six main ionization lines all possessing a pole strength of 0.92. In the order of increasing ionization energy these lines are associated with the ejection of electrons out of the orbitals 1a 2 Ј , 1eЉ, 4eЈ, 1a 2 Љ , 3eЈ, and 4a 1 Ј in accordance with the D 3h ground state electronic configuration (core) 8 To make a simple characterization of the computed main and satellite ionic states for BeF 4 2Ϫ , BeF 3 Ϫ , and BeF 2 we recall the peculiar spatial electron distribution present in these systems. As has been discussed in Ref. 52 the bonding in these systems, in particular in the dianion, is highly ionic with the outer-valence electron density predominantly residing on the symmetry equivalent fluorine ligands and the central beryllium atom being positively charged. Therefore, we may expect the vacancies created upon ionization and excitation to be essentially localized on the fluorine sites. The virtual orbitals are somewhat more difficult to characterize since these orbitals represent-apart from a few exceptions-admixtures of components deriving from both the fluorine ligands and the central beryllium atom. However, as a closer analysis reveals, the metallic character of almost all of these orbitals is obvious.
Owing to the above characterization of the orbitals and the localization of the electronic charge density we may denote the single-hole configurations corresponding to the outer-valence orbitals as F2 p Ϫ1 which simply implies that the hole created upon ionization is essentially localized on one of the fluorine atoms. The 2h1 p configurations associated with the satellite states may be divided into two groups which we collectively denote as F2 figuration implies that both the ionized and excited electrons stem from the same fluorine atom ͑''one-site configuration''͒. Physically, the above 2h1p configurations describe a charge transfer of negative charge from fluorine to the central, almost positive, beryllium. The increasing many-body effects in the inner-valence energy region when going from BeF 2 to BeF 4 2Ϫ is related to the growing ionicity and hence to the growing efficiency of the charge transfer in these systems.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In the present work we have discussed the relevance of the block or band Lanczos method for calculating the oneparticle Green's function. The usual way for determining this function is to resort to the Dyson equation whose solution reduces to the diagonalization of large-dimensional Hermitian secular matrices. We have shown that the block Lanczos method quite naturally applies to the emerging secular problems allowing for their efficient computation.
To make transparent the importance of the block Lanczos method within the one-particle Green's function framework we recall that its applicability heavily depends on the specific structure of the secular problem. As we have pointed out, in the secular matrix ͑Dyson equation͒ to be diagonalized a block of small dimension ͑the 1p/1h block͒ is coupled to two larger blocks which do not couple with each other. Without loss of generality we have explicitly discussed the ADC͑3͒ Dyson equation as a specific example. There, the latter two blocks are the 2 p1h and 2h1 p blocks. Based on the major prerequisite that the 2 p1h and 2h1 p blocks can be treated independently and that the 2p1h block is energetically well separated from the 2h1p block and thus has minor influence on the cationic solutions being sought, we have transformed the very large 2 p1h block using block Lanczos. In this way a rather reliable approximation of the 2p1h block in the region of ionization is obtained. As a result the dimension of the secular matrix which is subject to subsequent diagonalization is substantially reduced.
The computational performance of the proposed procedure has been tested in calculating the vertical ionization energies and accompanying spectral intensity coefficients of the valence ionic states in benzene. The approximate values of these quantities obtained by the prediagonalized Dyson equation have been compared to the corresponding ''exact'' values of the full secular problem. The results for the valence ionic states of 2 E 2g and 2 A 1g symmetry have been discussed in detail. It has been demonstrated that a rather crude pseudospectrum of the 2p1h block already suffices to reproduce all the valence ionic levels to a sufficient degree of accuracy. The results further show the expected tendency of a faster convergence of the outer-valence states than is observed for the inner-valence states.
As a further model application of the procedure we have calculated the valence-shell ionization spectra of BeF 4 2Ϫ , BeF 3 Ϫ , and BeF 2 using the ADC͑3͒ Green's function approach. The diagonalization of the secular matrices arising for the BeF 4 2Ϫ and BeF 3 Ϫ systems has proven to be a particular delicate problem in view of the large number of closely lying states to be determined in the inner-valence regime of their ionization spectra. Here, the block Lanczos transformation has substantially reduced the computational effort as one has now to cope with smaller secular matrices. We have discussed the electronic structure of the computed spectral profiles of the above beryllium fluorides in relation to the peculiar bonding properties present in these systems. The efficiency of applying the block Lanczos prediagonalization grows, on the one hand, with the size of the configuration spaces defining the dimension of the secular matrices to be diagonalized and, on the other hand, with the number of roots being sought. As we have pointed out, the dimension of the secular problem is substantially determined by the size of the 2h1 p block and, in particular, by that of the 2 p1h block. For a molecule under consideration the size of the configuration spaces of these blocks crucially depends on the orbital basis set employed, i.e., on the number of occupied and unoccupied ͑virtual͒ orbitals. Enlarging the basis set the 2 p1h block grows much faster with the basis set than does the 2h1 p block, hence facilitating the application of the block Lanczos prediagonalization. The second important aspect concerns the number of eigensolutions wanted. As far as one is only interested in a few selected roots, e.g., in those corresponding to the outer-valence ionic states of a molecule one may directly apply the block Davidson diagonalization procedure ͑or any other proper diagonalization method͒ to generate the desired information from the secular matrix. Considerable numerical difficulties, however, arise when a multitude of solutions is required. In this situation, especially when the density of cationic states is large, the block Lanczos prediagonalization is advantageous.
The success in the ADC͑3͒ applications for the oneparticle Green's function renders the block Lanczos method also a promising method for the treatment of the next higher level of approximation, the fourth-order scheme, ADC͑4͒. From the numerical point of view the ADC͑4͒ approximation poses two major bottlenecks. One drawback opposing actual applications is the calculation of special effective matrix elements involving sums of Coulomb interactions running over four one-particle quantum numbers. The other difficulty originates from the size of the configuration spaces. In the ADC͑4͒ scheme, the next higher class of excitations, i.e., 3 p2h and 3h2 p excitations is explicitly introduced leading to secular matrices whose dimensions surmount those of the ADC͑3͒ scheme considerably. The essential mathematical procedures now involve the diagonalization of Hermitian secular matrices built up of the blocks 1p/1h, 2p1h/3p2h, and 2h1 p/3h2 p, where the 3h2 p block and, in particular, the 3 p2h block are very large. Here, we expect that the block Lanczos prediagonalization will be extremely advantageous in order to cope with the otherwise very demanding full ADC͑4͒ matrices.
Finally, we briefly outline a further application of the block Lanczos method within the many-body Green's function framework. This application aims at the computation of the particle-particle ͑p-p͒ propagator which is a component of the two-particle Green's function. The p-p propagator bears direct access to the energies and accompanying spectral transitions of doubly ionized states in molecules. The ADC͑2͒ expansion of the spectral representation of the p-p propagator leads to an eigenvalue problem in the space of two-hole and three-hole one-particle configurations defined with respect to the N-electron HF orbital basis. In practical applications one often has to compute a multitude of states ͑typically several hundreds͒ which obviously represents a formidable task. On the other hand, it is useless to determine all the states from the high-dimensional secular matrices since the individual states cannot usually be resolved in the experiment. In order to simulate the spectral profile of the spectrum it is, therefore, reasonable only to reproduce its collective or general features. In this respect the block Lanczos method should prove to be a powerful tool in view of the global convergence properties which it does account for.
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